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Partnership taxation
•

Partnership is not subject to income tax

•

Audits Regimes
– TEFRA (1982)
– ELP (1997)
– BBA (2015)
– Partner level audit
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Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015 (“BBA”)
•

General rule = IRS will make adjustments, assess, and collect tax at the partnership level

•

Congress estimates new rules will raise $9.3 billion

•

Proposed regulations released in June 2017
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BBA effective date
•

Effective for partnership years beginning after 2017

•

Under proposed and temporary regulations, may elect in for partnership years beginning after November 2,
2015
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Electing out of the BBA
•

•

•

Which partnerships can elect out?
‾ Must have 100 or fewer partners
‾ Partners must be individuals, C corporations, any foreign entity that would be treated as a C corporation
were it domestic, and S corporations
Partnership makes the election on partnership’s timely filed tax return
‾ Must include the name and TIN for each partner in the partnership
‾ Must notify each partner of the partnership election
The election must be made each taxable year
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Electing out of the BBA
•

Is election out a good idea?
– Potential whipsaw issues (allocable share of profit or loss, whether a person is a partner)
– Potential inconsistent adjustments if statute of limitations is not open for all partners or partners appeal
in different litigation forums
– Partner may not have records supporting items on K-1
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Partnership representative
•
•

•

Audit still commenced at the partnership level
TMP replaced with “Partnership Representative”
– No need to be partner but must have a substantial presence in the United States
– Exclusive right to take action with respect to audit—no concept of “Notice Partner”
Partnership Representative designated on tax return for each year
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Stages of BBA audit

Notice of
Administrative
Proceeding

Notice of
Proposed
Partnership
Adjustment
(NOPPA)

Submit
modification
information
(270 days)

Final
Partnership
Adjustment
(FPA)

“Push out”
election
(45 days)

Petition in
court (90 days)
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Payment of Tax
•

Three ways tax can be paid
– By partnership on current year return (“imputed underpayment”)
– By partners on amended returns for reviewed year
– By partners on returns for current year (“push out election”)
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Imputed underpayment
•
•
•
•
•

General rule is that imputed underpayment imposed on the partnership rather than on the partners
Liability computed by netting all adjustments and multiplying by highest individual tax rate (39.6%), unless
partnership can show rate should be lower
Payment is made for the tax year in which the adjustment is final, not for the tax year audited
Imputed underpayment is not deductible
Interest and penalties assessed at partnership level
– Any penalty defense must be raised at the partnership level
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Example: Imputed underpayment
In 2020, XYZ’s 2018 partnership tax return is audited and the IRS increases the partnership’s income
by $1 million. In 2018, XYZ had three equal partners: A, B, and C. In 2020, XYZ has three equal
partners: A, B and D.
•

Imputed underpayment = $1 m x
39.6% = $396,000

•

XYZ pays the $396,000 tax

Imputed
Underpayment
Who
pays?

A, B, and D

On
which
return?

2020

Interest
rate

General
underpayment
rate

Amended
Return

Push Out
Election
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Imputed underpayment: modification
•

•

Imputed underpayment modified in certain situations, including:
– Adjustment where partners are tax-exempt entities that would not have been subject to tax on their
share of income or gain
– Adjustment for rates applicable to C corporations or individuals earning qualified dividends or capital gain
– Reviewed year partners file amended returns and pay additional tax due for understated income
Information must be provided to IRS (or amended returns must be filed) within 270 days after NOPPA
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Example: Imputed underpayment
In 2020, XYZ’s 2018 partnership tax return is audited and the IRS increases the partnership’s income
by $1 million. In 2018, XYZ had three equal partners: A, B, and C. In 2020, XYZ has three equal
partners: A, B and D. B is a tax-exempt entity.
Imputed
Underpayment

•

Initial Imputed underpayment = $1 m
x 39.6% = $396,000

•

Partnership representative submits
information establishing that B is taxexempt and that the income is not
UBTI

Who
pays?

A, B, and D

On
which
return?

2020

Adjusted Imputed underpayment =
$666,666 x 39.6% = 264,000

Interest
rate

General
underpayment
rate

•

Amended
Return

Push Out
Election
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Example: Amended returns
In 2020, XYZ’s 2018 partnership tax return is audited and the IRS increases the partnership’s income
by $1 million. In 2018, XYZ had three equal partners: A, B, and C. In 2020, XYZ has three equal
partners: A, B and D.
•

Imputed
Underpayment

Amended
Return

Who
pays?

A, B, and D

A, B, and C

On
which
return?

2020

2018

Interest
rate

General
underpayment
rate

General
underpayment
rate

A, B, and C amend their 2018 tax
return to include $333,333 of income

Push Out
Election
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Push out election
•

•
•

Partnership may avoid paying the adjustment if it elects to issue the partners revised K-1s
– Partners pay the adjustment on their return for the year in which the revised K-1 is issued
– Partnership must make election within 45 days of receiving the FPA
– Partners have no right to administrative or judicial review
Interest determined at partner level and underpayment interest rate is increased by two percentage points
Penalties and additions to tax determined at partnership level, but imposed on reviewed year partners
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Example: Push out election
In 2020, XYZ’s 2018 partnership tax return is audited and the IRS increases the partnership’s income
by $1 million. In 2018, XYZ had three equal partners: A, B, and C. In 2020, XYZ has three equal
partners: A, B and D.
•

Imputed
Underpayment

Amended
Return

Push Out
Election

Who
pays?

A, B, and D

A, B, and C

A, B, and C

On
which
return?

2020

2018

2020

Interest
rate

General
underpayment
rate

General
underpayment
rate

General
underpayment
rate PLUS 2%

A, B, and C report $333,333 of income
on their 2020 return
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Imputed underpayment vs. push out election
•

Could be a difference in the amount due
– Rates applicable to partnership and reviewed year partners
– Ability to use partner attributes (and effect on partner attributes in later years).
– Different interest rates
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Statute of limitations
•
•
•

Statute of limitations is generally three years from date the partnership return is filed (or when due, if later)
Limited exceptions when NOPPA issued
FPA suspends adjustment period
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Considerations for LLC agreement
•

•

Most partnership agreements provide rules for dealing with TEFRA audits
– E.g., appoint a tax matters partner, outline how the tax matter partner is to act, how the audit may be
conducted, what rights other partners have, etc.
Agreements should be revised before January 1, 2018
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Considerations for LLC agreement
TEFRA

BBA

Person in charge

Tax matters partner

Partnership representative

Required to provide information to
other partners?

Yes

No

Can other partners bring suit?

Yes

No

Can TMP/PR bind other partners to a
settlement?

Generally no

Yes
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Considerations for LLC agreement
•

Partnership representative
– Who will it be?
– What does it have to tell the other partners?
 Only the representative receives notice from IRS and has sole power to act (extend SOL, file suit, or
settle case).
– How much power will it have?
 Can other members participate in audits?
 May wish to restrict representative from taking action without consent from partners or to compel
action in certain situations (e.g., file suit)
– Recourse if partnership representative acts in a manner
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Considerations for LLC agreement
•
•

Indemnification for liability for actions taken by partnership representative?
Address cooperation of partners
– In calculating imputed underpayment
– Agreeing to file amended returns?
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Considerations for LLC agreement
•
•

•

Process for deciding whether partnership pays imputed underpayment or pushes the adjustment out
Address effect of imputed underpayment
– How allocated to partners
– Do previous partners agree to indemnify partnership?
Will the partnership elect in early
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Purchasing a partnership interest
•

•

Once BBA is effective, partnership itself could have tax liability
– Need to allocate risk between buyer and seller
– Additional due diligence will be necessary
– Additional reps and indemnity
New partner should understand its rights under the LLC agreement
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Purchasing a partnership interest: example
•
•
•

•

In 2018, partnership AB takes excessive depreciation deductions of $1 million, allocated 50% to A and 50% to
B (both corporations). The IRS makes an audit adjustment in 2020. After modification to account for the 35%
rate applicable to corporations, the imputed underpayment is calculated as $350,000.
Assume that, in 2019, A sold its partnership interest to C.
Is A on the hook?
– Under the partnership agreement?
– Under the agreement to sell the interest to C?
If so, how is the payment by A treated?
– Is A deemed to contribute the funds to the partnership and receive an allocation of its share of the
underpayment?
– Or does A’s payment to the partnership cause the partnership to have taxable income?
– Can A file an amended return claiming less gain or more loss on the 2019 sale? Or does A take a capital
loss in 2020?
– If A pays C directly, is that treated as an adjustment to purchase price, resulting in a capital loss in 2020?
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Purchasing a partnership
•
•

If 100% of the partnership interests are purchased, a partnership is generally treated as ceasing to exist
If partnership ceases to exist prior to assessment, the historic partners are generally liable for underpayment
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Questions?
Jennifer Ray
202.624.2589
jray@crowell.com
Teresa Abney
202.624.2667
tabney@crowell.com
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